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A new development has occurred in the case of Delphine Jubillar: The current partner of the husband 
of the Delphine was arrested this morning and placed in police custody. She and Cédric Jubillar had 
met during a citizen search to try to find the nurse. Tomorrow it will be a year since Delphine Jubillar 
disappeared, after an evening spent at the couple's home in Cagnac-les-Mines. As a reminder, Cédric 
Jubillar is indicted for intentional homicide, but he disputes the accusations. 
 
New measures will be implemented by the end of the week to fight Covid, according to the 
government spokesman Gabriel Attal. These measures will concern borders checks as well as the 
behaviors which must be adopted during the holidays. According to Gabriel Attal, 4000 people will be 
in intensive care during the holidays. 
 
The Omicron variant could be the dominant variant in Europe by mid-January. This is the alert 
launched by the President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, who specifies, however, 
that the EU has enough vaccines for its entire population. 
 
Emmanuel Macron will be on television this evening. The long pre-recorded interview of the Head of 
State will be broadcast on TF1. This is the opportunity to take stock of the country and draw up the 
assessment of his mandate. The opposition is not happy with this upcoming televised intervention and 
denounces an inequality of speaking time, a few months before the presidential election. 
 
After the explosion of a building in Sanary-sur-mer, a judicial investigation has been opened for 
manslaughter. The tragedy had caused three deaths, last week. The investigation will determine the 
cause of the gas leak. GRDF carried out a check in October and did not find any anomaly. 
 
And then bad news for travelers who plan to take the train for the Christmas holidays. Traffic will be 
very disrupted this weekend for the TGV of the South-East axis following failed negotiations between 
the SNCF and unions – unions who demand in particular wage increases. Traffic forecasts will be 
published at 5 pm. 


